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Just as most things tend to shrivel, or, to be more scientifically
correct, - contract - in the cold, so too has this winter's.news
letter. The reason in this case however is not the cold but the

fact that I have just been to New Zealand,, per kind invitation of
Stafix, then on to Hong Kong and Taiwan to look for new
products and ideas. While away paper, as you've no doubt
experienced, has a way of piling up. This trip proved no
exception to the rule, so, before addressing the paper mountain,
a quickie winter news letter to keep you up to date with
developments at the house of Ndlovu.

ELECTRIC FENCING

NEW ZF,ALAND FIELD-DAYS
The annual New Zealand National Field-Days held at Mystery Creek, Hamilton, is
the country's premier agricultural show-case where the NZ industry shows off it's
latest developments to both the local farming community and the outside world. In a
short time you can see it all.

Naturally Stafix was there, as were all the other leading NZ manufacturers of
agricultural equipment. The difference ...... Stafix won the award for the "Best Large
Site" on the show. No mean feat considering the competition that was present.

While attending the show and assisting on the Stafix stand, I was able to renew old
acquaintances. It was good seeing Bill and Ian Gallagher, Birger Kirsterr, and Vaughn
Jones again. Older distributors of electric fencing will remember Vaughn as a fiery
exponent of controlled grazing systems. How pleased Vaughn will be should he ever
visit out here again; his ideas have now really taken root.

One bit of sad news from NZ is the passing on of David Bean, Ray Metcalfe's
predecessor. David, like Ray, used to call on us in SA, and like Ray, also succumbed
to the big C. David, or Dr Boondie as he was affectionately nicknamed at a local
Paulpietersberg farmers day, was also one of the early propagators of electric fencing
in SA and he did much to spread the benefits that could be derived from it. Our
sympathy goes out to David's wife Denise and to his sons on their loss.



NEW STAFF APPOINTMENT
We welcome Mark Gould to our Gauteng operation. Mark has management and

marketing qualifications and to start with will be helping Shaun who is feeling the

pressures of simultaneously keeping our books, studying for exams, and servicing
customer needs. Once he has found his feet, Mark will be able to expand our service

to a wider area.

TIIE NEW ARRTVALS
Is it a boy or is ir a girl ? Neither, the M does not stand for maiden nor the B for boy but it's M for
mains and B for battery, Yes, the new Stafix SM1 mains powered and SBI battery powered

energisers are here......well almost, the ship is due to dock end of July. I mentioned these-units in my

last news letter but just to recap in case your letter inadvertently landed in file 13 before you

absorbed this earth shattering news

The SMl and SB1 energisers have been manufactured to fill a need at the lower
end of the Stafix energiser range. They do not incorporate the relatively costly Cyclic wave

technology. They are however extremely low impedance, high performance units, ideal for the wall-
top, domestic doggy, and strip grazng markets. The SB1 has two power levels, a Hi mode for
normal operation and a Lo mode that uses less power thereby increasing battery life. Brochures will
soon be available.

The big question....what is dealer price ? The answer...... . SM 1---R 478'00 v.A.T. EXCL
SB 1----R 545,00 v.A.r. EXcL

QUOTING
I am often asked by dealers to assist them in preparing a quotation. It's my pleasure to be of
assistance, however, I am often given too little information to give advice. To help solve this
problem I enclose herewith a Quotation Questionnaire. Fill in as much of the questionaire as you can

and Fax it back to me. Hopefully we will be able to improve our service to you. A bit of a site

sketch / farm plan would also help. Even if you don't need any assistance I trust this Questionnaire
will be of help to you when preparing your own quotes.

CYCLIC WAVE
What is cyclic wave ? I enclose for your information a brochure put out by the New Zealand
Agricultural Engineering Institute on pulse behaviour. The NZAEI is a non commercial organisation
so the information it disseminates is, one assumes, unbiased. It is interesting to see their "Ideal
Pulse" shown in figure 2. Any similarity between this pulse shape and the Stafix patented cyclic
wave is purely coincidental, ........or is it ?

PROMOTIONAL APPAREL
While assisting on the Stafix stand at the NZ Field Days I was given a really classy Stafix jacket,
jersey and cap. A number of dealers who have seen this promotional apparel have asked if it is
generally available. The answer is yes,....but at NZ prices. Jacket NZ$l10,00, Jersey NZ$60.00 and
Caps NZ$l1 ,00 plus a little transport. ( Exchange rate : /- R3.2 to NZ$ ) Apparel could be included
in our normal shipments. Locally produced padded jackets as we used to provide now cost R165.00
With winter drawing to an end it is probably a bit late to consider wann clothing, but a bit of forward
planning will avoid next winter's rush. More about promotional apparel in our next news letter.

Till then, all the best,

Regards,
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